The valuations ux.t;
arise from (dimension one) normalization of the first neighborhood ring of A, and each n¡ is the product of the length of a primary component of (0) in A of dimension d, the multiplicity of a d-dimensional component of the tangent cone of A at the origin, the index of a normalization and another factor arising from a nonfinite normalization of an entire local ring of dimension one.
Let p be a prime ideal of the noetherian ring A. The depth of p will denote throughout the Krull dimension of Alp. 
Corollary
. If A is a regular local ring then pA is the order valuation.
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Remark. Let A be an entire local ring of dimension one and suppose the order function vA of A is a valuation. Then G^A is an entire graded ring over k = A/m of dimension one which must be the polynomial ring in one variable over k, dimfc m\m2 = 1, A is therefore a regular local ring, and ßA = vA.
The following proposition gives a geometric definition of ßA. The local ring A is said to be affine if it is the homomorphic image of a localization of a polynomial ring over a field.
Proposition 3. Let A be an entire affine local ring which has an infinite residue field k = A/m. Then A is the homomorphic image of an affine regular local ring B. Let p be the kernel of this homomorphism of B onto A, which is local, and notice that B is equicharacteristic with residue field k. Let Remark. By applying Lemma 2, §2 to ßA(f) = e^ t*é_lM)> by the additivity of Z(B/p) and the linearity of /(•, m), the hypothesis that A be entire may be dropped from Proposition 3.
Remark. This proposition does not necessarily hold if the residue field is finite. For let k be the field of p" elements, and let A = k[Xv X2] (Jfj, JC2) Letting ß denote the formula of the right-hand side of the equality of the proposition, ß'(X2(Uaek(X1 -aX2))) = pn + 2, whereas *u(*2(iW*i -«*a))) = P" + 1- [4, p. 300], for Xt ® 1 -1 ®Xy, . . . ,Xn®\-\ ®Xn'\sz prime sequence in B ®k BIß as will be shown below. As will also be shown below,/j ® 1, • • • , /d_i ® 1» / ® 1 is a prime sequence in B ®k Bip. The above equality may now be continued. It must also be shown that /®l,/i®l,..., fd^x ® 1 is a prime sequence in 5 ®fc ,4. (f, fx,... , fd_f) has height d in B, so//j,.. . , fd_x is a prime sequence in B. Let Ä and S be two rings containing as a subring the field k, and let a be a regular element of R. 0 -> R -9L-* ^ is exact where ma®kS ma denotes multiplication by a. S is ¿-flat, 0-+ R ^ S-► R ®k S is exact, and a ® 1 is a regular element of R ®fc S. It follows immediately that / ® 1,/j ® 1, . . . ,/d_! ® 1 is a prime sequence of B ®k A. If R is a Zariski E(xjx) G )ps, so E' G ps. Thus IICG G (ps, Ld_1,..., Lf). Inductively II is contained in no minimal prime ideal of (ps, Ld_l,..., Lf). For let P be such a minimal prime ideal and suppose UGP. Then 0;-G P, and inductively by dimension, P is a minimal prime ideal of (ps, Ld_l, . . . , L,+ j, II) which is a contradiction to the choice of 0;-. (ps, Ld, . . . , Lf) being of dimension one, G is contained in every primary component of (ps, Ld, . . . ,Lf) except perhaps the primary component belonging to /, Kg = (ps, Ld, . . . , Lf)g for all large enough values of g, and by comparison of the Hubert polynomials, t = ej(k[X]/ps).
Apply the first part of the proof of Lemma 1 to S1 over B = Bt, and obtain^( /) = Mß(/)= Z e&lXllpfam. The proof of the unicity uses a slight generalization of the approximation theorem. Define two valuations of A to be equivalent if there is an order isomorphism and the usual commutative diagram, and to be independent if they are not equivalent.
Lemma. Let Q be a noetherian nonimbedded ring which is its own total quotient ring. Let ux, . . . , vs be independent rank one valuations of Q, let «x,. .. ,usEQ and let a¡ £ vfA) be finite for i = 1,... , s. There is an element uofQ such that v¡(u -«,) = a¡ for i = 1,... , s.
